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RFID for the Steel Industry
The major products of steel mills are typically steel slabs,
rebar, pipe and coils. RFID technology has now successfully
overcome the physics challenges of metal environments.
RFID can be especially valuable in industries like steel which
can be characterized as capacity-constrained with a high cost
of lost production.

At the Mill
Today, handling activities are performed by visually
identifying a product, writing down its identifier and
entering the information into the appropriate IT-system,
involving time, manual effort, and the risk of human
error. Some companies have implemented barcode
technology, but this approach provides partial
automation only with people still required for tedious
manual scanning. Using RFID at key points along the
supply chain can streamline and automate many
handling activities.
Thyssen-Krupp is an acknowledged RFID leader in the
steel industry. ThyssenKrupp Steel will use RFID at its new steel mill in the Bay of Sepetiba, Brazil, which
is scheduled to start production of 5 million metric tons of steel per year in 2009. It will also use RFID at
harbours in Rotterdam, Netherlands, and Duisburg, Germany, to identify every steel slab automatically
and to speed up the unloading process. The company needed an automated system to identify more than
100,000 steel slabs per year because of the tight unloading times when clearing sea vessels from their
cargo. There is a window of less than three minutes per slab when clearing cargo that must be
maintained at all times. Any delay would likely create additional cost.
Another interesting recent application uses RFID to track hot rolled steel coils. Instead of tracking it with
chalk in the cooling yard once it cools down to 800 degrees Fahrenheit, a $15 active tag with a ceramic
base is used. The company benefits from increased efficiency which lowers its costs.
From the Mill to Ship and Train
Later, a passive tag is used for tracking during transportation through the supply chain. Because of high
fees for landing and docking ships at European harbors and a limited number of cranes to unload the
ships, the company must limit the time it takes workers to unload to a maximum of three minutes per slab.
By quickly identifying the slabs, RFID helped speed the process of determining which slabs go on which
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barges and railcars. Part of the steel was taken to ThyssenKrupp Steel's hot rolling mill in Bochum, and
other slabs go up the Rhine to the plant in Duisburg-Walsum. The last interrogation happened with fixed
RFID readers along the production line before the slab was sent into the reheating furnace to be rolled
into a coil. The partners may also identify further interrogation points at other destination sites. Tags have
been thoroughly tested to make sure they would be readable after going through harsh conditions during
transit, such as being washed with seawater and exposed to temperature changes, snow, ice, bumps and
knocks. Bar-code labels were ruled out as a method of tracking the slabs since ice, dirt or salt buildup
could hinder the ability to scan the bar code to identify the slab, and time was short for moving the slabs
around. The fast moving process means that manual tracking of the slabs simply isn't possible.
Further reasons why bar codes were ruled out: strong sunlight could lighten the black-white contrast
necessary for bar codes to be read, and make it unreliable to identify moving objects. There are no autofocusing bar-code readers that can reliably read over distances of several meters under these conditions.
Currently, ThyssenKrupp Steel is integrating the RFID application with its IT systems.
Industry-standard EPC Gen 2 tags are attached with adhesive to the middle of the side of each slab at a
seaport. They contain EPC Class 1 Gen 2 UHF RFID inlays, which operate at 860 to 950 MHz, so that
they will work in all countries where ThyssenKrupp Steel does business. Tags are encoded with a 10-digit
unique ID (part of the EPC number) linked in ThyssenKrupp Steel's IT system to information on the slab's
steel grade, dimensions, customer and destination.
At present, such information is tracked manually, and slabs are marked with a 10-digit number sprayed
with heat-resistant aluminum ink. The partners chose EPC inlays because of their global availability and
competitive pricing. They also wanted to keep the option of possibly using EPCglobal's software-based
EPCIS standard for systems used to store and share tag-related data.
Today slabs are only used internally for production of coils and other end products, but in the future they
may also be traded with other steel companies or even end customers. Therefore, the exchange of
information via EPCIS might be a future scenario.
Once the application is up and running, slabs will be identified about seven times during their journey
from Brazil to the German processing plants. ThyssenKrupp Steel tested several RFID readers mounted
on a crane used to hoist the slabs off of the ship and onto barges and railcars. The readers, made by
Alien Technology, interrogated slabs while they were suspended about 3 meters aboveground. The
system then tells the crane operator where to place the slab. Once the system is fully implemented, fixed
crane readers will be used at each point and handhelds will be used as
backups in case a tag is damaged and a new one needs to be applied and
encoded.
Flag Tags for slab logistics
The advantage of RFID, and specifically of UHF RFID, is its capability to
read data from a greater distance than barcode without the need for line-ofsight. However, while UHF delivers long read ranges and high data
throughput rates, its readability and performance become limited when in
close proximity of metal which distort, or deflect the radio wave signals as
well as potentially short out the radio wave energy needed to energize the
tag so it can communicate .
A Flag Tag is a field-proven tag technology embedded with the short dipole
Gen 2 inlay, forming a RFID tag in the shape of a “flag” during the
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encoding, printing and application process thus lifting the RFID inlay (in the “flag”) away from the surface
of the product. For this particular application, the Flag Tag was customized to meet the requirements of
tagging and adhering onto steel slabs. With a Flag Tag and its extended read-range, the RFID reader can
now uniquely and accurately identify the slabs while they are suspended at times up to three meters from
the gantry cranes.

RFID for the Steel Bar, Sheet, and Coil Service Centres

Transporting slabs, bars, sheets and coils between different slitting production lines, company sites or to
third parties for finishing and back, represents a significant portion of activity in the supply chain—and
transportation tends to present the greatest number of potential challenges along the way. Analysis
conducted by Accenture and ThyssenKrupp Steel has shown that, in general, the business case for RFID
in slab and coil logistics makes most sense when there is a significant amount of transportation required
between production sites or a significant amount of coil locating to be done. Inter-site transport requires
secure identification and as has been shown in this document, the effort required for workers to identify
slabs and coils increases costs and reduces efficiency while introducing the risk of human error and
safety issues.
Production and finishing steps can only move forward when half-products are available and are delivered
accurately and on time. Optimal vehicle management is crucial. Many steel companies own larger than
necessary fleets of trucks, trailers, railcars and heavy lifting vehicles. Even if third parties own
transportation vehicles, RFID technology can contribute to better resource management.
Since reading bar code labels one by one is a labor intensive job , RFID is a good solution for
identification of each coil when both overhead cranes and forklifts move and store coils. The Steel
Service Centre application is similar to other production, warehouse and logistics operations. Both the
overhead crane and the forklift operator should have a RFID Reader, and when he comes close to the
coil, he can identify it. In addition, the system will keep track of where coils are which have been moved to
gain access to the target coil. When the crane moves a coil into storage, the coil ID number and the
storage location are both captured and coordinated in a database so plant workers know where each coil
is located.
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RFID for the Roll-Forming Industry
Whether you repair and maintain your own production rollers or send them out for routine
maintenance, the ability to embed a small RFID chip to ensure correct identification and association of
archived maintenance history is all made simple with the use of a RFID Track and Trace system.
THE SOLUTION:
•
•
•
•

A small RFID tag encapsulated in an insulated material
The RFID tag is embedded into the end of the roller
Handheld portable and fixed mount antenna readers retrieve data from the tag
Omnitrol system middleware operates in standalone mode or interfaces with your existing
shop floor maintenance management system to identify roller location and history

RFID assures quality for steel drill pipe
manufacturer
Tejas Tubular Products, a provider of drill pipes and other products
to the oil industry, is using EPC Gen 2 tags to help track
production, validate quality and boost efficiencies in its
manufacturing operations at the company's Houston plant.
"Traceability is very important for us in this industry," says Maximo
Tejeda, president of Tejas Tubular Products. Every product the
company makes must be certified according to
the American Petroleum Institute, which requires manufacturers in
the industry to provide a documented history for each product.
That history must trace back to the specific heat number assigned
to a particular batch of steel, which identifies its origin and chemical

Drill pipes and other products
are shrink-wrapped and their
RFID tags read
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makeup. "When fulfilling a work order, we have to track everything through processing to make sure a
batch doesn't get mixed with other batches," Tejeda explains. "We produce steel to different grades.
Different wells in oil fields, for example, are set to different depths. You don't want a product designed for
a 6,000- foot well to end up in an 18,000- foot well, because then you are looking at product failure." To
track production, employees affix a plastic- laminated paper work order bearing an RFID tag to each
pallet containing the steel used to make the products needed to fulfill that work order. The tag is encoded
with a unique ID number, the number of which is associated, in the Tejas Tubular Products MRP system,
with the requisite processing instructions for that order. As the pallets containing the steel sheets move
through the production process, RFID interrogators read the tags to access the instructions, which
workers can then read on their mobile computers. This assures that product movement is happening in
the proper sequence.
A single work order could list 10,000 couplings, or a dozen drill pipes, and depending on the work order
and product, more than one pallet of steel might be associated with each order. Once all processes are
complete, the RFID tags for the work order are then encoded—or digitally signed—to indicate the
products are finished. "The whole idea," Tejada says, "is to provide validation that the product is exactly
what the customer ordered. We won't ship the wrong order, because we validate the order by reading the
tag again just before we ship." Tejas Tubular Products will work with customers that want to install RFID
readers on-site so they can extend this automated supply chain and validate orders as they come in.

A Potential Steel Recycling Issue Emerges
In a 2007 statement, the American Iron and Steel Institute has endorsed aluminumbased RDIF tags, which when present on steel components being recycled as end-oflife scrap, have no discernable effect on furnace operations or steel chemistry and
quality. At the very high temperatures of steel making, any incidental scrap aluminum
from such tags would be consumed in an exothermic reaction.
Conversely, they stated, RFID tags with copper as the antenna component would be devastating for steel
recycling and the steel industry. Copper-based RFID tags in the aggregate would quickly and adversely
change the chemical and structural properties of new steel and also negate its use for future recycling
consumption as end-of-life scrap. Excess copper contamination in the melt causes new steel to be either
softened or embrittled, potentially making it unusable for its intended purpose. This effect is cumulative
and irreversible.
Major benefits of adopting RFID technology include:
•

Asset use: Radio-frequency identification speeds up the identification of tagged items, increasing
throughput and optimizing the use of expensive handling equipment such as forklifts and cranes.
Time gained can be so significant that it is possible to eliminate machines and reduce attendant
capital investments and personnel costs.

•

Operational efficiency: Radio-frequency identification improves operational efficiency in many
ways including improved collaboration with trading partners, faster product localization and
reduced manual effort.

•

Safety and security: Automating product identification and tracking removes people from
physically dangerous situations and averts the potential for product confusion. This in turn
reduces risk exposure.
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FALKEN Secure Networks(FSN)—Your partner for RFID automation
If you choose to pursue RFID implementation in your organization, here is the FALKEN Secure Networks
commitment to you:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

FSN will provide solution architects to work with you to define system requirements for your
particular installation. Multiple locations can be networked together for a central and real-time
view and centralized management.
FSN will do a RFID site survey to validate radio frequencies, tag types, system design and
performance
FSN will provide all necessary hardware and software to make the system work for you
FSN will integrate the system with your existing enterprise management software
FSN will provide documentation for the system, including operating procedures
FSN will train your people
FSN will provide warranty and continued system support

For RFID-enabled Document Tracking and Management, FALKEN Secure Networks (FSN) and partners
bring together the right technologies to give you control over your files and make your office run more
efficiently. Our automated and secure processes save time and labor, and prevent problems before they
occur. With FSN ,you get the latest, non-proprietary secure RFID technology with the most powerful and
flexible RFID file tracking software available.

Contact Us
FALKEN Secure Networks is a specialized System Integrator, RFID Solution Architect, and Value-Added
Reseller with focused expertise in the RFID site survey, cost-effective design, and turn-key project
implementation.

Contact FSN at sales@falkensecurenetworks.com
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CERTIFIED Partner
Authorized Value-Added Reseller

Authorized Value-Added Reseller

Authorized Value-Added Reseller
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